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This has one advantage: HOL file lists holidays in the following format, one date per line: Note that there is a
space between the bracket and the number. On each holiday line, there is a comma and space between the
holiday description subject and the date. Open Notepad Enter a "county" header, in [country] format. Save the
file using the HOL extension. Double click on the file. If Outlook is not on top of the screen, switch to it.
Select the location and click Add. A version of the US-only holidays, split between Federal holidays and
popular observances is available at Outlook Tips. Remove the duplicates by deleting the holidays in the
United States location. This will work with Outlook and newer, as well as with most other calendaring
applications and services. Israel is a Gregorian date version for Outlook and Outlook Jewish ICS for
importing into Outlook. Save this script as a. If you want users to double click on a file to run, use the.
Importing bank holidays from an Outlook. When the Holiday file is wrong The question a lot of people ask:
Why does Outlook put some Holidays on the wrong date? The problem is in the Outlook. HOL file used to
import holidays - the author or authors get some dates wrong. While we expect perfection from them, to be
fair, with hundreds of locations and thousands of dates in the HOL file, its easy to make mistakes. You can
either move the events to the correct date, edit this file yourself, or download an updated version. You can
even create your own HOL file. A link to an updated Holiday file containing dates through is available at
Missing Holidays. For Outlook and up. Note, this is the same file that is included with Outlook but contains
the correct dates for Easter Monday. Fix a Holiday File Outlook stores a read-only text file called Outlook.
HOL in the installation directory for your version and language of Office ie, C: You can open the HOL file in
notepad and edit it. Start Windows Explorer, locate the Outlook. You may want to make a backup copy. HOL
and choose Open with then select Notepad from the list. Type a new country header and custom holidays
using the format described below. Save and close Outlook. Fun with Holiday files: Countdown the days in a
year You can use a custom HOL file for any all day events you desire. In this example, we are going to add all
day events to the calendar to countdown the days in a year, from 1 to and include the number of days left in
the year. Do you need to know what day of the year today is or how many days are left until the end of the
year? The original suggestion came from "Alawishes". While a category is not required, it makes it easy to
filter the events. Using this method, you can import the events to any calendar. While his suggestion is a great
idea and has certain advantages: Open the HOL in Notepad and change the line above the dates to a "location"
and the number of items in the "location" group, in [location] format. The location name can be anything you
like. Users can double click on the HOL to open the Add Holidays dialog and add the dates to the default
calendar. When you use this method the events will be added to the Holiday category. To delete these
Holidays, group, sort, or filter by Location field and delete the items for your location.
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Names of the Irish state The state, comprising 26 of the 32 counties of Ireland , was "styled and known as the
Irish Free State". Section 2 of the Republic of Ireland Act states, "It is hereby declared that the description of
the State shall be the Republic of Ireland. Home-rule movement Main article: This was firstly through
widespread agrarian agitation via the Irish Land League , that won land reforms for tenants in the form of the
Irish Land Acts , and secondly through its attempts to achieve Home Rule , via two unsuccessful bills which
would have granted Ireland limited national autonomy. These led to "grass-roots" control of national affairs,
under the Local Government Act , that had been in the hands of landlord-dominated grand juries of the
Protestant Ascendancy. However, the Unionist movement had been growing since among Irish Protestants
after the introduction of the first home rule bill, fearing discrimination and loss of economic and social
privileges if Irish Catholics achieved real political power. In the late 19th and early 20th century unionism was
particularly strong in parts of Ulster , where industrialisation was more common in contrast to the more
agrarian rest of the island, and where the Protestant population was more prominent, with a majority in four
counties. Asquith introduced an Amending Bill reluctantly conceded to by the Irish Party leadership. This
provided for the temporary exclusion of Ulster from the workings of the bill for a trial period of six years, with
an as yet undecided new set of measures to be introduced for the area to be temporarily excluded. Revolution
and steps to independence Easter Proclamation , Though it received the Royal Assent and was placed on the
statute books in , the implementation of the Third Home Rule Act was suspended until after the First World
War which defused the threat of civil war in Ireland. This commenced on 24 April with the declaration of
independence. After a week of heavy fighting, primarily in Dublin, the surviving rebels were forced to
surrender their positions. The majority were imprisoned but fifteen of the prisoners including most of the
leaders were executed as traitors to Britain. This included Patrick Pearse , the spokesman for the rising and
who provided the signal to the volunteers to start the rising, as well as James Connolly , socialist and founder
of the Industrial Workers of the World union and both the Irish and Scottish Labour movements. These events,
together with the Conscription Crisis of , had a profound effect on changing public opinion in Ireland. The
Declaration was mainly a restatement of the Proclamation with the additional provision that Ireland was no
longer a part of the United Kingdom. Northern Ireland exercised its right under the treaty to leave the new
Dominion and rejoined the United Kingdom on 8 December It did so by making an address to the King
requesting, "that the powers of the Parliament and Government of the Irish Free State shall no longer extend to
Northern Ireland. The country had a governor-general representing the monarch , a bicameral parliament, a
cabinet called the "Executive Council", and a prime minister called the President of the Executive Council.
Pro-treaty forces, led by Michael Collins , argued that the treaty gave "not the ultimate freedom that all nations
aspire to and develop, but the freedom to achieve it". British supplies of artillery, aircraft, machine-guns and
ammunition boosted pro-treaty forces, and the threat of a return of Crown forces to the Free State removed any
doubts about the necessity of enforcing the treaty. The lack of public support for the anti-treaty forces often
called the Irregulars and the determination of the government to overcome the Irregulars contributed
significantly to their defeat. Although the constitution established the office of President of Ireland , the
question over whether Ireland was a republic remained open. Diplomats were accredited to the king, but the
president exercised all internal functions of a head of state. At the time, a declaration of a republic terminated
Commonwealth membership. This rule was changed 10 days after Ireland declared itself a republic, with the
London Declaration of 28 April Ireland did not reapply when the rules were altered to permit republics to
join. The country signed the Lisbon Treaty in Ireland became a member of the United Nations in December ,
after having been denied membership because of its neutral stance during the Second World War and not
supporting the Allied cause. However, in his successor, Georges Pompidou , was not opposed to British and
Irish membership. Negotiations began and in the Treaty of Accession was signed. However, since , Ireland has
experienced increased economic activity. A peace settlement for Northern Ireland, known as the Good Friday
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Agreement , was approved in in referendums north and south of the border. As part of the peace settlement,
the territorial claim to Northern Ireland in Articles 2 and 3 of the Constitution of Ireland was removed by
referendum. The island is bounded to the north and west by the Atlantic Ocean and to the northeast by the
North Channel. The western landscape mostly consists of rugged cliffs, hills and mountains. The central
lowlands are extensively covered with glacial deposits of clay and sand, as well as significant areas of bogland
and several lakes. River Shannon , which traverses the central lowlands, is the longest river in Ireland at
kilometres or miles in length. The west coast is more rugged than the east, with numerous islands, peninsulas ,
headlands and bays. Hedgerows , which are traditionally used to define land boundaries, are an important
substitute for woodland habitat, providing refuge for native wild flora and a wide range of insect, bird and
mammal species. Southwestern areas experience the most rainfall as a result of south westerly winds, while
Dublin receives the least. Sunshine duration is highest in the southeast of the country. The sunniest months are
May and June, which average between 5 and 6. The extreme southeast gets most sunshine, averaging over 7
hours a day in early summer. December is the dullest month, with an average daily sunshine ranging from
about 1 hour in the north to almost 2 hours in the extreme southeast. The sunniest summer in the years from to
was , according to measurements made at the Phoenix Park in Dublin; was the dullest. Politics of the Republic
of Ireland Ireland is a constitutional republic with a parliamentary system of government. The Oireachtas is
the bicameral national parliament composed of the President of Ireland and the two Houses of the Oireachtas:
Higgins The President serves as head of state , and is elected for a seven-year term and may be re-elected
once. The President is primarily a figurehead , but is entrusted with certain constitutional powers with the
advice of the Council of State. The office has absolute discretion in some areas, such as referring a bill to the
Supreme Court for a judgment on its constitutionality. Higgins became the ninth President of Ireland on 11
November Most Taoisigh have served as the leader of the political party that gains the most seats in national
elections. It has become customary for coalitions to form a government, as there has not been a single-party
government since Taoiseach Leo Varadkar The Seanad is composed of sixty members, with eleven nominated
by the Taoiseach, six elected by two universities, and 43 elected by public representatives from panels of
candidates established on a vocational basis. The Government is constitutionally limited to fifteen members.
According to the Constitution of Ireland , parliamentary elections must be held at least every seven years,
though a lower limit may be set by statute law. It is supported by a number of independents including Shane
Ross and former Senator Katherine Zappone. Ireland has been a member state of the European Union since ,
but has chosen to remain outside the Schengen Area. Citizens of the United Kingdom can freely enter the
country without a passport due to the Common Travel Area , which is a passport-free zone comprising the
islands of Ireland, Great Britain, the Isle of Man and the Channel Islands. However, some identification is
required at airports and seaports. Local government Government Buildings The Local Government Act [64] is
the founding document of the present system of local government, while the Twentieth Amendment to the
constitution of provided for its constitutional recognition. The twenty-six traditional counties of Ireland are not
always coterminous with administrative divisions although they are generally used as a geographical frame of
reference by the population of Ireland. The Local Government Reform Act provides for a system of thirty-one
local authorities - twenty-six county councils, two city and county councils and three city councils.
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Chapter 6 : Republic of Ireland - Wikipedia
Ireland is the 23 most competitive nation in the world out of countries ranked in the edition of the Global
Competitiveness Report published by the World Economic Forum.
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Find great deals on eBay for ireland calendar. Shop with confidence.
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The calendar is automatically generated and can always be visited online. Also month calendars in including week
numbers can be viewed at any time by clicking on one of the above months. Additionally you can view also leap years,
daylight saving, current moon phase in , moon calendar , world clocks and more by selecting an.
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